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Gerhard van de Bunt. I studied sociology and methodology at the University of Groningen,
after which I was a Ph.D. student at the Interuniversity Center for Social Research Theory and
Methodology (ICS). Together with Tom Snijders and Marijtje van Duijn I worked on the early
versions of SIENA (1993-1997). At this moment I am an assistant professor in Amsterdam
(Dept. of Social Research Methodology), and still applying SIENA in numerous fields and
contexts (intra- and interorganizational networks, trust networks, and friendship networks). My
teaching obligations include the introduction of students to the wonderful, but for the majority
of them, frightening world of social network analysis. For the record, I like, as often as I can, to
go to concerts, preferably to see (most of the time rather unknown) guitar bands (still missing
Groningen’s famous rock temple VERA!), I prefer to drink Belgian beers in English pubs, or
French wine in French restaurants, see Laurel & Hardy, the Marx Brothers, and Frasier as often
as I can, and try to get away from anything that has to do with sports. At the moment I live in
Utrecht, in the heart of The Netherlands, together with a fellow ex-ICS student (no children, no
trees, no dogs, one cat and a house).

My name is Tommaso Cinti, I graduated in
Economics (course of study in Business
Economics) at the University of Florence. At
the moment I am a PhD student in Economics
and Management of Enterprises and Local
Systems. My research interests are on Cultural
Economics and on Cluster and District theories.
In particular, I am studying museums of
Florence and I would like to reconstruct and
analysing their network. Before going to
univeristy, I attended an high-school on
humanities studies, so it is really curious that
now I can join economic and humanities studies
for my doctoral thesis. I grew in the
countryside, but I have moved to town since I
married. I hope to come back there as soon I
can!!! Cinema, books and sport are my passions.



Jo Holliday. I did a BSc (hons) in Animal Physiology and
then a Masters of Arts in Health Service Studies (Research)
which I completed in 2000. I have been working at Cardiff
University since 2001 on A Stop Smoking in Schools Trial
(ASSIST), a randomised controlled trial of a schools-based,
peer-led smoking intervention for adolescents. The majority
of my spare time is spent doing my PhD, so at the moment
I'm really quite boring! However, I am partial to the finer
things in life... good food, good wine, good music and good
company!

Isidro Maya Jariego. I am social psychologist, teaching at
the University of Sevilla. I did my PhD at the University of
Seville: my proyect was to describe the "ecological
transition" of Latinamerican and African immigrants in
Spain, building a typology of social support networks. I am
working now in several projects analysing personal
networks and communities. We are comparing
transnational networks, local networks and on-line
networks. In my free-time I participate as volunteer in two
community projects, trying to organize an Iberoamerican
volunteering platform and a local development group. I am
also a follower of the Betis football club (I am sorry).

I am Maurits de Klepper, born in West-Germany in 1982. I grew up in the Netherlands near
the beach (IJmuiden) and I currently live in Hilversum. I did my bachelor and masters in Social
Sciences at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (graduated in 2004). During my bachelor I was
introduced to the amazing and dazzling world of network analysis. Later I followed another
course in social network methodology in Groningen, which is when Tom Snijders introduced
me to SIENA. My network curiosity started out with a general interest in network methodology,
but it shifted during my masters thesis to the application within an inter-organizational context.
In September 2004 I started my PhD-project about the diffusion of innovations via networks
within organizations (i.e. intra-organizational networks). Besides work I like to cook, and read
about Dutch language and literature.



Otto Koppius. I'm an assistant professor at the Department of
Decision and Information Sciences at Erasmus University Rotterdam,
where I also got my PhD. from in 2002 with a thesis on electronic
markets from a decision making/information processing perspective.
Despite having a background in graph theory (Erdos-number 2, yay!), I
was blissfully unaware of social network analysis until the final year of my
PhD... Why I didn't discover SNA sooner will probably remain a
mystery forever :) Anyway, ever since I've been doing more and more
network studies, mostly at an intra-organizational or inter-organizational
level. My non-university life is spent mostly on travelling, running my
own record label and sports (long-distance running and coaching a 
rowing crew).

Alessandro Lomi. I am a professor at the Faculty of Economics, University of Bologna (Italy)
and a member of the Institute of Advanced Study of the same university  where I coordinates
an interdisciplinary interest group on organizational complexity and control. I also teach
economics and management science at the University of Italian Switzerland at Lugano (CH). My
research interests include interorganizational and social networks, simulation models of
organizational processes and evolutionary models of industrial organization. In the past I
worked as an assistant
professor at the London Business School (UK) and I was a visiting professor at the University
of California (Berkeley). More recently I have been NATO Senior Resaerch Fellow at the Santa
Fe Institute (New Mexico). Sometime during the last century I received my M.S. and PhD
degrees from Cornell University (Ithaca, New York).

Miranda Lubbers. After studying sociology, I did my PhD at the Institute for Educat ional
Research (GION) in Groningen. My project concerned the social relations among 12 to 14-
year-olds in about 800 school classes in The Netherlands. In short, I studied which individual
characteristics predict students' positions in the social networks in their classes; what guides the
changes of the social networks over time; and whether students' positions in their social
networks predict their academic progress. Consequently, I’m interested in methods for
multilevel social network analysis. At the moment, I continue my work as a postdoctoral
research fellow at GION. When I am not at work, I like to spend time with my friends, take
flamenco classes, cook, and read cookery books (well, I also like to shop, do absolutely nothing,
or stare at the tv, but that sounds much less interesting).

Liesbeth Mercken. I grew up in Belgium and decided to study Psychology in Maastricht. In
september 2004 I started my PhD project on 'the dynamics of friendship networks in the
process of smoking initiation' at Maastricht University. When not at work, you can find me
socializing in a pub, painting or playing music, globetrotting or just hanging in the couch
watching a movie.

Jose Luis Molina ("/joseluis/" for friends). Anthropologist, teaching
at the UAB (Barcelona). Ciclist, compulsive sciencefiction reader and
planning to learn a strange language (apart form English!). I am
working with personal networks & commnunities:
http://seneca.uab.es/antropologia/Egoredes.



Ad van den Oord. After studying international business in Maastricht, the Netherlands, I
moved to Eindhoven in 2000 where I worked for Eindhoven Technical University for about 6
months. After this, I started my own internet company with some friends, which lasted for
about 2 years. Late 2002, I again started to work for the university inEindhoven, and last year I
finally decided to start my PhD project called "Technological change in the Biotech industry".

I am Mike Pearson. I studied mathematics at Oxford and philosophy at Newcastle. I am a
lecturer at Napier University in Edinburgh and have research interests in Social Network
Analysis and Supply Chain Networks. I have carried out collaborative work with the Social and
Public Health Sciences Unit at Glasgow University and with the ICS/Department of Sociology
at the University of Groningen.

Andreas Persson. I'm a phd student in psychology at Orebro
university, Sweden. My research area is youths' leisure activities. I'm
currently working on a study in which we test whether experiences of
parents can explain why some youths stay involved in structured
activities (such as sports) while others switch to unstructured activities
(such as loitering). My free-time is usually spent with my girlfriend. I
enjoy sports, computer strategy/role-playing games and music. I 've
been running a glam/punk music magazine for a couple of years (since
95, I think).

Zuzana Sasovova. After graduating in business administration in
Bratislava, Slovakia, I started working as a PhD student at the Vrije
Universteit in Amsterdam on the topic of large-scale information system
implementations. In the dissertation research I am focussing on social
influence in attitude formation towards a new system and I designed and
executed a network field study to investigate these issues. My primary
research interests are in the field of organizational behavior. When time
allows, my hobbies are triathlon and mountaneering.

My name is Laura Savoia, I studied sociology and now I am doing
my PhD in sociology and social research at Trento University. My
principal research interests are sports sociology and social
psychology. I am writing my thesis on the institutionalization and
spatial diffusion of handball through time in Italy, as a case of new
sport in an already overstocked sports panorama. I therefore
collected data on player market in the highest male liga since
1988 to the present (the last four olympic periods). In my spare
time I like reading and playing sports, in particular - quite obviously
- handball.



Tom Snijders studied mathematical
statistics and has been working in the social
sciences since 1986 (or since 1981 if you
count econometrics as a social science). I
like the use of mathematical tools to
improve sociological modeling, especially the
social interactions that characterize
sociology, and especially while staying inside
the framework of classical frequentist
statistics. This motivates my interest in social
network analysis and in multilevel analysis.
There is more than science under sun and
moon - but how to find the time for it is not
always evident. However, I brought up the
idea of our music evening on Wednesday to
give a bit of room to the ‘more’.

Christian Steglich studied mathematics 
and information science at the TU Berlin. 
In 1996, I moved to Groningen for doing a PhD
project on models for individual decision making.
Since 2002, I am working on modelling network
dynamics, with emphasis on their co-evolution with
behaviour and att itudes. I think that sociology is a
gravely under-formalized science, and hope to
contribute to a change for the better. When not at
work, I tend to be busy with family and household
require-ments (the photograph reveals the state of
our bathroom mirror). Residual time I spend on
zazen and listening to music, preferably when it’s
pre-Mozart or post-Brahms.

Beate Völker, studied Social Psychology in Heidelberg (Germany) and became a sociologist in
The Netherlands, where she graduated in 1995. Her general interest is on the (instituit ional)
conditions for social networks and their patterns and in the consequences of networks for an
individual as well. Since 2002 she is appointed as senior researcher at the sociology department
of the Utrecht University. Currently, she works on community and networks in local
neighborhoods and at the workplace and on the meaning of places, social settings, where one
has met others for the resulting relationship. The project that is more related to the workshop is
slightly different and will be discussed on tuesday. Furthermore, I am a proud mother of two
wonderful girls. Finally, when kids are asleep and I am not at work etc. I enjoy playing piano
(currenly I mostly play the Chopin waltzes).



Susanna Zaccarin. I live  in Padua and work at the
University of Trieste as Associate professor of Social
Statistics. During my  research activity I worked on topics
about labour market analysis, with attention to the
longitudinal survey design, analysis of administrative data-
sets and statistical modelling for individual data. Current
research interests are in the statistical models and methods
for the analysis of social data, with emphasis on
relationships between individual behaviour and socio-
economic context to which individuals belong to by using
multilevel modelling and social network analysis.


